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תקציר

.UCCAבעבודה זו אנו חוקרים אפשרויות ללימוד אוטומטי של אספקטים שונים בסכמת התיוג 

UCCA (Universal Conceptual Cognitive Annotation) (Abend and Rappoport [2013a])סכמת התיוג 

היא סכמה חדשה וגמישה לתיוג לשוני. זוהי סכמה סמנטית במהותה, אשר בנויה בצורה המאפשרת הוספת

שכבות תיוג נוספות המרחיבות שכבות בסיסיות יותר או מוסיפות נדבכי נידע נוספים עליהן. אנו מציגים

לראשונה ניסויים בתיוג אוטומטי של טקסטים בסכמה זו.

בכדי ללמוד את הסכמה, אנו משתמשים במספר שיטות בסיסיות מתחום למידת המכונה (חצי-מפוקחות

ולא-מפוקחות) ובמידע נגיש נוסף (קורפוסים ולקסיקונים) בכדי לנסות וללמוד אספקטים שונים מתוך התיוג.

אנו מתמקדים באספקטים מתוך התיוג אשר יכולים להאיץ את קצב התיוג של מתייגים אנושיים או מספקים

 היא צעירה וחסרת קורפוס נרחב.UCCAתובנות חשובות, זאת מכיוון שסכמת 

לב העבודה היא טכניקה ללמידה חצי-מפוקחת של זיהוי פרדיקטים מרכזיים בטקסט, המבוססים על שמות

עצם. פרדיקטים אלה מהווים את הבסיס לסצנות בטקסט, ורובם מבוססי-פועל, אך מעטים מהם מבוססים

על שמות עצם בתור האלמנט המרכזי שלהם. פרדיקטים אלה קשים לזיהוי ותיוג אוטומטי מכיוון שהתכונות

התחביריות שלהם לא שונות מאלה של שמות עצם אחרים, אך ברמה הסמנטית הם דומים מאוד

לפרדיקטים מבוססי הפועל שמהווים את הבסיס לרוב הסצנות.

תוצרי העבודה הם מרובים, וכוללים הגדרה מפורטת של המשימה הייחודית הזו, נותנים וסכמת הערכה

 ורמת55%לאלגוריתמים המבצעים אותה, כמו גם קורפוס לימוד. תוצאותינו המעודדות הן רמת דיוק של 

 מהפרדיקטים מבוססי שמות עצם. כמו כן אנו מספקים מסקנות ותובנות ראשוניות69%) של recallזיהוי (

, היכולים לשמש בסיס למספר מחקרי המשך.UCCAבנוגע לאפשרויות התיוג האוטומטי של 
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is used by many wide-spread sys-
tems today, in order to provide users with reliable automatic tools,
e.g. machine translation and text summarization (Church and Rau
[1995])1. Most of these systems use supervised learning methods for
training taggers and parsers which provide the basic input for these
higher-level tasks in the form of syntactic annotation, like part-of-speech
tagging and constituency parsing (Och and Ney [2004], Wang et al.
[2007], Quirk and Corston-Oliver [2006]). Using a suitable annotation
of the text is essential to the success of any real-world linguistic task,
as it determines the units to use, which distinctions are highlighted
and which are ignored2.

Most of the grammatical annotations used are based on syntactic
structures and theories, like constituency grammar, dependency grammar
or part-of-speech categorization. These annotations highlight common
syntactic structures and distributional considerations (e.g. Santorini
[1990], Kucera and Francis [1982], Bies et al. [1995]) while ignoring
most or all of the semantic information in the text. However, seman-
tics are usually the core of the task in hand, as syntactic structures
can be easily replaced (e.g. between languages) while the seman-
tic information is what we would like to preserve or use. Induc-
ing semantic information from syntactic annotation can be mislead-
ing in many cases (see Abend and Rappoport [2013a] for detailed
examples). Many syntactic constructions are tailored for a specific
language, mainly English, and therefore apply different structures
to the same semantic utterance in different languages; For example,
noun/verb distinctions are different given syntactic structure. Con-
sider the following two sentences:

a. I have succeeded in finishing my tasks

b. hits-lax-ti le-sa-yem et ha-ma-ta-lot Se-li (literally: I have suc-
ceeded to finish my tasks)

In sentence A, the object of “succeeded” is a noun phrase, while in
the Hebrew sentence B, the object of the verb “hits-lax-ti” is a clause
which starts with a verb. This change in syntactic annotation is cen-
tral in many syntax-based annotations (e.g. constituency grammar),
but is meaningless from a semantic point of view.

1 More recent examples: Kumaran et al. [2009], Quirk et al. [2005]
2 Usually the problem of information which isn’t encoded in the annotation is the

crucial one, and not the opposite (over-specification)
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Given the essential drawbacks of syntactic annotations, the use of
a semantic annotation may be beneficial. This kind of annotations usu-
ally try to express the argument structure (Hale and Keyser [1998]) of
units in the text. Examples to such annotations are PropBank (Palmer
et al. [2005]), NomBank (Meyers et al. [2004]) and FrameNet (Baker
et al. [1998]). These annotations either rely on syntax as their ba-
sic units (PropBank, NomBank) or provide a very delicate theoretical
categorization that is too fine-grained and specific for most naturally-
occurring texts (FrameNet).

The focus of this work is on Universal Conceptual Cognitive Anno-
tation (UCCA), which is a novel semantic scheme for annotation of
linguistic utterances (Abend and Rappoport [2013a]). UCCA is based
on Cognitive Grammar theories, mainly on Basic Linguistic Theory (BLT)
(Dixon [2010b,a, 2012]) and Cognitive Linguistics (Langacker [2008]).
UCCA is a multi-layered annotation scheme, which enables both course-
and fine-grained annotation layers to reside together, using a represen-
tation of nodes and edges in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) structure.
The basic annotation layer of UCCA is the Foundational Layer, a course-
grained layer whose nodes are either the words in the text themselves,
or units which represent relations between two or more units. The
Foundational Layer most prominent units are scenes and their compo-
nents. A scene is a description of an action or a temporally persistent
state3. The scene is evoked, or defined, by a main relation, which is
usually a verb or a noun which describes the action or the state of the
scene as a relation between one or more Participants (abbreviated A).
UCCA annotation is easily learnable by non-linguists because it uses
the same simple and consistent semantic structures and guidelines
for all the different relations and units in the Foundational Layer, and
assumes syntactic structures should be learned from the the semantic
representation, and not annotated explicitly by humans.

The work presented here tries to look for different approaches to
utilize and build around UCCA Foundational Layer. Our main effort
is trying to create a basic UCCA annotation (or part of it) using min-
imal supervision and widely-available data. Such data includes raw
text, simple lexical resources (e.g. dictionaries) and linguistic rules-
of-thumb (heuristics) which are available for virtually every spoken
language. The unique characteristics of UCCA make it interesting to
experiment with as it is in its infancy, and there are many innovative
research directions.

3 see Abend and Rappoport [2013a], 2.2
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2
P R E L I M I N A RY W O R K

This chapter presents two research directions which provide a basis
for the current work. The first direction was trying to learn a flat
and skim version of the hierarchic UCCA annotation using super-
vised sequential taggers. We have concluded from it that without
significantly more data we should not pursue a supervised learning
approach. Next we have tried to use available tools and unsupervised
methods for partially annotating raw text. This direction led us to the
conclusion that trying to tackle all the different annotation aspects of
UCCA is a vast task, and we should better look into breaking it up to
smaller tasks, one of them is the core of this work.

2.1 ucca flat tagging

One of the first directions for this work has been trying to estimate
the learnability of a simplified and flat UCCA scheme. This idea has
many benefits, both theoretical and practical; on theoretical grounds,
a flat scheme might be able to convey the most prominent parts of the
hierarchic scheme, supplying results and insights necessary for fur-
ther theoretical discussion of UCCA. In addition, useful features and
methods for learning the flat scheme should be beneficial to the hier-
archic scheme, as both schemes should rely on the same guidelines.
From a practical point-of-view, a simple scheme may be learnable us-
ing much less data than the full UCCA hierarchic scheme, enabling
us to utilize it for different tasks before a large corpus is annotated,
including human annotation which can benefit from preprocessing
using the flat scheme and presenting it to the annotator.

2.1.1 Task Definition

Tagging raw text using a flat scheme presents itself naturally as a
sequential tagging problem: tag each token with one of a finite set
of tags. There are many algorithms and uses for this method of tag-
ging, one of the most popular of them is Maximum Entropy models
(Berger et al. [1996]). The task we have decided to try and tackle is
tagging each token with one UCCA flat tag, which is derived from
the hierarchic UCCA annotation using deterministic rules. This data
will be fed into MXPOST, a robust maximum-entropy model which
will try to learn this tag set (Ratnaparkhi [1996]).

13



2.1.2 From Hierarchic to Flat Annotation

We would like to start our review of this task with a basic introduction
to the Foundational Layer of UCCA and its units and relations, as
first described in (Abend and Rappoport [2013b]). The main concept
represented by this layer is the concept of a scene: a static state or
processual event with a main relation and its arguments. The main
relation is denoted a Process or State (depending on the scene type)
and it represents the main event or state in the scene. For example,
in the sentence “Dan ate ice-cream”, eating is the main event here
and therefore “ate” is the Process, while Dan and his ice-cream are
the arguments in this eating-relation, and are denoted as Participants.
An example of a static scene is “Dan is pretty”, where “is pretty” is
a State (not evolving in time) and Dan is the only Participant in this
relation. Besides the main scene elements, there are usually scene-
level relations which are secondary to the main one, like modality or
speech act. In a sentence like “Unfortunately, Dan is not pretty”, we
still have the main scene structure of “Dan is pretty”, but with two
modifications: the first is the negation of the scene depicted1, which
is a secondary relation called Adverbial. The second is the addition
of a speech act which is not scene-like, but still conveys information
(unfortunately). We term it as Ground.

When thinking how to compress the Foundational Layer of UCCA
into a tagging problem, one should prioritize what are the most influ-
ential and prominent aspects of this layer. The scene structure of the
Foundational Layer, including the participants and the main relation,
seems as the most important data that we would like to preserve in
a flat, compressed scheme. Each of these units (Participants and Pro-
cess/State) have a hierarchic structure which in essence divides the
tokens into 3 groups: Centers, Elaborators and Functions. The Center
(or Centers) of the unit provide its core semantic meaning, while the
Elaborators are unary relations which affect the core semantic mean-
ing in some way, but not its main semantic features (e.g. will affect
manner or length). Functions do not provide real semantic meaning
(from the Foundational Layer perspective), and in general of little
importance to us.

After dividing the main units into Centers, Elaborators and Func-
tions, we should continue and see what we would like to extract next,
and is meaningful to us. It seems that the secondary scene relations,
Adverbials and Grounds, are the next in line for extraction. These are
relations which affect the whole scene, and transform it in a substan-
tial way (e.g. modality, point-of-view). As such, we would also like to
tag their Centers, Elaborators and Function words separately, know-

1 One can argue that that we negate the main relation, which is true is some sense. In
UCCA we have decided to leave it at the scene level
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ing that usually only Centers are present2. Of least importance to us
are UCCA units which are both short and of little semantic variance,
like Connectors, Role markers, Linkers and scene-level Functions3.
These will be tagged with most details omitted, as they convey little
information which we would like to preserve.

We must note that many words behave differently when appear as
part of a phrase, and their semantic meaning is very different. Such
phrases include phrasal verbs (e.g. give up) and phrasal speech acts
and conjunctions (e.g. in my opinion, in addition). Because of this
un-ignorable behavior, most tags have two versions: one for single-
worded case, and one for the phrasal case, where all the words in the
phrase will use this tag: [in my opinion]G will be tagged as: inGCX
myGCX opinionGCX

These guidelines lay out the following conversion scheme from the
hierarchic annotation to the flat tagging annotation:

• Tokens which are part of a Process in the hierarchic scheme will
be tagged as PC, PCX, PE or PF according to their relation to
the Process:

– PC will be a single-worded Center(s) (of another Center(s),
recursively) of a Process.

– In case the Process have no hierarchic structure, all its to-
kens are considered as Centers.

– If such a recursive Center is phrasal, all of its tokens will
be tagged as PCX.

– All Functions inside the Process unit tree will be marked
as PF (regardless of hierarchic affiliation)

– All the Elaborator units at any level, including Centers of
Elaborators, are marked as PE

• For States, Grounds and Adverbials, the same rules as Pro-
cesses apply, and the corresponding tags are [SGD]C, [SGD]CX,
[SGD]E and [SGD]F accordingly

• For Participants, the same rules as Processes apply, with the
exception of embedded scenes: in such a case, the hierarchic
tagging “resets”, and a Process inside an embedded Participant
scene will be tagged as a Process (with PC/X/E/F), and not as
a Participant. The Participant tags are AC, ACX, AE and AF

• Connectors, Linkers, Role markers are of less importance and
usually short, and they are tagged with N/L/R or NX/LX/RX
according to their type and # of tokens inside them. Functions
directly under a Parallel Scene are rare and single-worded, and
are tagged as LUF

2 These units are usually 1-2 words in length
3 See (Abend and Rappoport [2013b]) for more details on these units
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Figure 1: Tagging accuracy as a function of the amount of data used

2.1.3 Results

In order to train and evaluate this new flat scheme, UCCA passages
were manually annotated, resulting in 20 passages, which contain
5729 tokens, out of which 5083 are words and not punctuation marks.
These tokens were tagged with one of the above 27 tags, and this
data was given as a training data to MXPOST with its default con-
figuration in order to create a tagger module. This tagger is then
evaluated on the same data (using 10-fold evaluation) for assessing
its performance.

We have defined an accurate tagging if the generated tag is the
same as the tag derived from UCCA or it is its multi-word version (so
PC and PCX are the same for evaluation purposes), and inaccurate
otherwise. Recall is always full as the tagger tags all the words it
encounters. We were able to generate some interesting results using
the little data we have - we have reached an average accuracy of 0.642

by using all our data in 10-fold evaluation (see Figure 1).
The first conclusion from Figure 1 is that we haven’t reach satura-

tion of the data, as we keep climbing up with accuracy as we increase
the amount of data available (given in percentage from the whole
data set). It doesn’t seem we have reached the plateau of the graph
as usually can be seen when more data won’t be helpful, but rather
that we still lack data in order to fully utilize our method.

The second conclusion which can be reached from our data is ev-
ident when looking at Table 1. We can see that some tags are very
problematic for the tagger to learn, whether because of scarcity or
distributional resemblance to other, more prominent tags. For exam-
ple, looking at the tag PCX, it was never tagged by the trained tagger,
but was mainly mistaken to AC/AE or PC (which in our evaluation
counts as accurate). On the other hand, there were few AC and AE
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1

Table 1: Detailed analysis of tagger performance. Each row shows the divi-
sion of one tagging decision (a predicted tag) between the human-
annotated tags. In the rightmost columns an accuracy and total
utterances for the predicted tag are given
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tags that were tagged as PCX, leading to the conclusion that from a
distributional point-of-view, the PCX tag is problematic and its defini-
tion can be revised and provide better results. This emerges because
our tagging scheme is purely theoretic, while a better scheme will
take into account also the learnability of the scheme with various
algorithms, providing more accurate tagging (maybe in the price of
reducing the theoretical basis).

2.1.4 Summary

After the initial results of this method, we have decided to abandon it.
The first reason for abandoning is the lack of annotated corpus which
will cause us to wait even more before this method will be reasonably
accurate to be useful. For taggers, an accuracy of 0.65 is not good
enough for the causes which we pursue (reliable annotation helper)
and waiting for more data will both void the cause (the tagger won’t
be available to the annotators) and the advantage of using a small
annotated data set.

Moreover, after some thinking, it became evident that moving from
a flat tagging to a hierarchic one is not a task to underestimate. It will
certainly include some learning and fine tuning which will introduce
more noise and errors to the data, rendering it unreliable for our
intentions.

2.2 whole annotation heuristics

Another preliminary research direction was to try and used a com-
bination of (1) unsupervised data and methods, (2) easily-available
supervised tools and (3) manually-created heuristics in order to cre-
ate a partial hierarchic annotation. Although UCCA is a new anno-
tation scheme, other schemes have common concepts with it (Abend
and Rappoport [2013a]) and the methods and features used to learn
them may be also beneficial for us. In particular, dependency parsing
and part-of-speech tagging can give us valuable clues into possible
UCCA annotations. Moreover, lexical resources and data from raw
text using unsupervised methods may also be beneficial as semantic
information is crucial for our annotation, and these options can reveal
some of it.

Pursuing this direction is beneficial from multiple perspectives; first,
for practical reasons, being able to create a reliable partial annotation
will speed up human annotation and will help raise inter-annotator
agreement. Second, being able to learn some of UCCA annotation
given lexical and unsupervised resources will highlight its cognitive
theoretical roots and distributional characteristics.
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2.2.1 Task Definition

We aimed at pursuing two lines of work: first is using available tools
(taggers, lexicons, unsupervised parsers) and manual heuristics on
whatever information they provide in order to create UCCA units
where we can; second is using the same tools in order to create a
UCCA-similarity score between two texts of some length, where one
is annotated and the other is not, and apply the annotation of the first
to the second.

Heuristic Annotation

Both sentences and single scenes in them follow a long tail distribu-
tion regarding their structures: a few patterns, with limited flexibil-
ity, capture many instances of sentences, scenes or elements in them.
Some iconic examples are:

1. Most sentences contain either one or two scenes, when possible
patterns are “X L Y” or “L X, Y”, where the linker (L) in the
first form is usually a conjunction linker. Both patterns utilize
punctuation marks which can help us break up the sentence
with ease

2. Many scenes are of the form “A P A ...” where A is a Participant
and P is the main relation, whose Center is a verb

3. Many Participants are of the form “DET ADJ .. NOUN” with a
possible complement clause afterwards, which starts with one
of a finite set of words (e.g. that, which)

This kind of frequent constructions can be captured using a series of
heuristic tests, either for identifying the general structure of annota-
tion or for annotating a particular element. we can perform a series
of such tests on a given text and suggest annotation for elements
which correspond positively with one or more of these structures.
For this, pre-processing the text using part-of-speech tagger, depen-
dency parser and other tools will give us the data which will be used
to match a given heuristic annotation.

In order to achieve the goal of helping human annotators, only
reliable suggestions will be used, while highly unsure suggestions
will be skipped or fall in precedence if other options will be better. It’s
worth mentioning both the prominent advantage and disadvantage
of this method; This method is stateless, and as such, very quick in
runtime and requires no training. On the negative side, it is a static
method which doesn’t improve with more data.

Similarity Measure

A simple yet powerful method of utilizing the data already annotated
is finding similar instances of texts of any length (single sentence or
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shorter), and apply the given annotation on the un-annotated text. A
simpler yet beneficial method will be to present the annotated text to
a human annotator, so they will be able to use it as a reference. The
question of similarity between two texts can be tackled from at least
two directions:

1. As an editing distance problem, i.e. by taking units of text and
finding what is the minimal number of steps needed in order
to convert one text to another. These units don’t have to be
the words themselves, but can rather be their lemmas or POS
tags. Another enhancement would be weighting the editing
operations, which gives us better control of which differences
are meaningful to us and which are not

2. As a vector distance problem, where each sentence is repre-
sented as a vector of numerical features, and distance (possibly
weighted) is calculated between the vector representations

Our intended solution is defining and using both similarity measures,
and present the user with an already-annotated text which is the most
similar to the text they face. This is done in order to give a reference
annotation which will speed up the process of annotating and raise
inter-annotator agreement.

It is worth noting that annotated texts have different similarity mea-
sures defined, a suitable one for UCCA is used in (Abend and Rap-
poport [2013a]). It is not applicable in our case as it assumes an
already annotated graph, while our approach uses only the unanno-
tated text (and any other resources which don’t stem from the UCCA
annotation itself). Using graph similarities may enable us to propa-
gate the annotation from the one text to the other, but this approach
is out of this research scope.

2.2.2 Summary

In practice, only manual heuristic annotation of verbs was used, with
part-of-speech and lexical information. Creating heuristics was found
to be very tedious and time-consuming, and hence inefficient. Look-
ing at the sheer amount of work for both directions (heuristics and
similarity), it turned out that this goal is too broad to follow and it’s
better to focus on some sub-task of this research direction.
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3
S C E N E T Y P E S

In this chapter we will lay out the motivation for focusing on scene
identification and the importance of main relations in UCCA Foun-
dational Layer (FL). We will categorize the abundant main relations
and point at nouns as a major challenge for any automatic UCCA an-
notation system. To conclude, a novel task of identifying noun main
relations will be defined.

3.1 scenes explained

Looking at UCCA FL, scenes and their main relations are at the heart
of the annotation scheme. Scene-level units (mainly Processes, States
and Participants) are the pillars which all the other roles circle. Every
scene in FL is an event or a persistent state, which represent one men-
tal image (Langacker [2008]). A scene represents a complete mental
image, even if some of its units are implicit, remote or referencing
out-of-scene units.1

Each scenes has one main relation which conveys the semantic core
of it, and one or more Participants (A) in this relation.2 In case the
scene represents an event, this main relation is a Process (P), while
static scenes have a State (S) as their main relation. An example of a
processual scene is: “DanA bakedP [a cake]A”, which is an event with
a temporal dimension, and two Participants: Dan and the cake, which
have a relation between them. Static scenes come in various forms,
but copula expressions are frequent: “DanA [is tall]S” is a static scene,
which attributes tall-ness (the main component of the State) to Dan,
which is the only Participant in this scene.

3.2 motivation

Identifying the main relations in an un-annotated text is a basic and
beneficial step. By identifying the main relation and its Participants,
human annotators split the text into meaningful stretches of text,
which is the first step virtually all annotators do. As such, automati-
cally determining the main relations enables these actions:

• Identifying Participants in a scene according to the context and
meaning of the main relations

1 In short, implicit units are ones which have no textual representation, while remote
units textual representation elsewhere. (Abend and Rappoport [2013a], 2.2) discuss
this in length

2 Other scene-level units exist, but are of less importance to us
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Unit Main relations Verbs

Process 1634 1584

State 358 303

Other – 327

Table 2: Categorization of main relations. The middle column shows the
ratio between Processes and States in all main relations. The right-
most column shows, for all words tagged as a verb, how much of
them were part of a Process, State or other. Data is gathered from
the evaluation passages (50) and tagged using Stanford POS tagger.

• Chunking of the text into scenes, given Participants and main
relations

• Increasing speed and accuracy of human annotators by giving
them a skeleton of annotation to start with

Each of these actions is very beneficial by itself for the development
and utilization of a UCCA corpus. Annotation speed and accuracy
are invaluable for a still under-development annotation scheme with
a minimal corpus. Chunking and identifying Participants3 are impor-
tant tasks by themselves and are part of most forms of meaning ex-
traction (Tjong Kim Sang and Buchholz [2000], Carreras and Màrquez
[2005]). These insights lead to the interesting and important problem
of finding the main relations automatically in an un-annotated text,
using the little available data we currently have.

3.3 categorizing main relations

The main relation of a scene in English is usually a verb which is
annotated as a Process (see Table 2

4). Usually the verb act as the
Center (C) of the relation, which conveys the most important semantic
information of the unit. In other cases, the verb act as an Elaborator
(E) or Function (F), which means its semantic information is of less
importance to the overall meaning of the unit. Majority of the verbs
act as E or F are either light verbs (e.g. “make a call”) or copulative
verbs (usually “be”).

Given this information, we can confidently state that almost all
verbs are part of a main relation in some way or another. Moreover,
light and copulative verbs tend to come in one of a few structures:

• copula + adjective(s), like “is tall”, or with an optional adverb -
“is very tall”

3 In other schemes, the very similar task is termed Argument Identification or Semantic
Role Labeling

4 Most verbs which are not part of a Process/State stem from POS tagger errors, and
are not verbs at all
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Algorithm 3.1 Schematic algorithm to identify verbal main relations

1 if a given word(s) is not a verb instance - don’t mark it as a main
relation

2 if the given word is a verb:

2 .1 if the word and its surroundings are in one of a few common
patterns which are used with light/copulative verbs, mark the
pattern as a main relation

2 .2 else, mark the verb itself as the main relation

• light verb + determiner + noun, like “make a call”, with op-
tional adjectives - “make an urgent call”

• possessive light verbs, like “have” in “have a dollar” (“have”
can also act as a non-possessive light verb, e.g. “having fun”)

• Other, less frequent forms

This leads us to the understanding that it’s not very difficult to iden-
tify main relations, given we can identify the verbs in the un-annotated
text. We can achieve good precision and recall using a variant of the
schematic algorithm given in Algorithm 3.1.

3.4 noun scenes

A small part of all main relations aren’t invoked by a verb in any
way, and are instead evoked by nouns.5 This kind of main relations
is important as it represents an important type of scenes, and with-
out addressing it our verb-based identification of main relations will
have poorer recall. These type of scenes is termed noun scenes, and
are used to conceptualize events whose temporal or spatial aspects
are of less importance. For example, in the sentence “DanA lovesP

[swimmingP [with dolphins]A]A”, the word “swimming” is the main
relation of “swimming with dolphins”,6 and this noun construct is
used to highlight the presence of this activity in general rather than
it’s time-related aspects (when Dan swims).

Noun scenes are hard to identify for both human and automatic
annotators, as no syntactic clue is usually present to identify such
main relations. The event or state encoded by such noun-based rela-
tions are inherently harder to detect: one of the reasons to use a noun

5 There are 99 such relations in our data, which account for approx. 5% of all main
relations

6 Dan is also a remote participant in this scene, as it has textual presence only in the
parent scene
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scene construct in English is to minimize the time-related and event-
centered aspects of the scene and highlight its existence, modality or
participants.

A possible approach to identifying nouns which act as scene-evoking
nouns (SEN) is by looking at their morphology or lexical features.
(Dixon [2005]) categorizes all nominalisations according to their se-
mantic features. This categorization handles verbal nominalisations,
i.e. morphological processes which transform verbs to nominals, or
vice versa. Presented there are 9 different nominalisation types, each
has a specific semantic description and properties, and usually have
some prominent nominalisation form, e.g. the suffix -er is used mainly
with Agent Nominalisation to transform a verb like “drive” to an agen-
tive nominal like “driver”. For our purposes, both Unit Nominalisation
and Activity Nominalisation are good candidates for being SENs, and
they do used mainly as such. Activity Nominalisation represents a
period of some activity, and it’s non-countable in nature, e.g. joking.
Unit Nominalisation completes Activity Nominalisation by proving a
nominal representing one countable unit of activity, like “a joke”.

Different nominalisation have some frequent morphological forms
associated with them, which makes identification possible. However,
some words do not follow these frequent forms, and not all Unit/Ac-
tivity Nominalisations create a SEN most of the times. For example,
“thought” is a Unit Nominalisation which doesn’t follow the usual
morphological process for deriving a Unit Nominalisation from a
verb (which is taking the base form), and is also usually not a main
relation in UCCA. This first observation leads to an intelligent guess
on what nouns are SENs and what aren’t: there are some features at
the word level (morphological and lexical) that prominently direct to
one classification or another, like inflection and relation to the verb it
stemmed from (or vice versa). Unfortunately, identifying them using
morphological and lexical features alone is unsure and incomplete.

Many nouns have multiple senses, and some senses may be scene-
evoking in nature while others are not. One good example for such
a noun is “comment”: when used to refer to a written comment,
e.g. “Dan’s comment on the page”, it is not scene-evoking in general.
When used to refer to a comment made in a social event, e.g. “Dan’s
comment on the situation yesterday”, it has a dominant temporal
aspect and will usually be annotated as a SEN. This is the second
observation we must make on scene-evoking nouns: only part of their
senses may have strong scene-evoking aspect.7

In addition to unit and activity nominalisations, other nominalisa-
tions and nouns can be used as SENs, depending on the context and
the implied knowledge of the speaker/hearer of the linguistic utter-
ance. A good example of context-dependent SEN lies in this sentence:
“Please use flip-flops in order to prevent slipping and fungi” (taken

7 Further discussion of what defines a sense will be left out of scope of this work
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from a sign inside a shared cloakroom). In this sentence, “fungi”
is a SEN, as it means “instantiation of Mycosis on your feet”. It is
scene-evoking although at the word level fungi has no scene-evoking
attributes. It’s the conjunction with “slipping” and the context of the
text that has transformed this particular instance of “fungi” into a
scene-evoking noun.

In summary, almost all nouns can be SENs as a Process or State.
Determining the scene-evoking classification of a specific instance de-
pends on its morphological attributes, word-level semantic attributes
and the context of the specific instance.

3.5 hidden noun scenes

The UCCA Foundational Layer aims to mark all scenes in a given
text, but the current annotation guidelines neglect one kind of noun
scenes which we term hidden scenes. Hidden scenes are scenes which
are very skewed and are left unannotated in FL. Take for example
the sentence: “

[
swimmingA [is healty]S

]
H”8 in which “swimming” is

a scene, and specifically “swimming” is also a scene-evoking noun.
Using the current level of annotation, there is no difference between
the previous sentence and the sentence “

[
DanA [is healthy]S

]
H”, al-

though there are two scenes in the first sentence and only one in the
second.

The reason for hidden scenes is inherent to the FL annotation layer:
the edges between units in the graph are the ones which are being
tagged (i.e. as Process or State), and not the units (nodes) them-
selves. The word “swimming” act as a Participant of the main re-
lation “is healthy”, but the swimming scene has no obvious Partici-
pants or modifiers, and therefore an edge between swimmingA and
its main relation swimmingP is omitted. A better annotation might be
“
[
[{implicit}A swimmingP]A [is healty]S

]
H”. However, using an im-

plicit Participant alters the meaning of the sentence: the most straight-
forward meaning is that swimming is healthy for everyone, and not
for a particular unmentioned individual.

This problem is further amplified by incorrect annotation of scenes
with remote and implicit Participants. In the sentence “DanA lovesP

swimmingA” most annotators will not bother annotate the scene:
“[{remote: Dan}A swimmingP]”. This stems from the fact that adding
Dan as a remote Participant isn’t obvious and doesn’t contribute
much information (the skewed scene is adjacent to its remote Par-
ticipants), and so this kind of scenes is also practically hidden in the
current annotated corpus.

Correct identification of scene-evoking nouns should take hidden
scenes into consideration, as it is a great opportunity to improve
the current annotation layer, by alerting the human annotators to

8 H is the annotation of a parallel scene
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possibly-missed scenes. In addition, ignoring these nouns, which
usually have the characteristics of other SENs, will hamper any effort
to evaluate the effectiveness of any SEN automatic classification or
identification.

3.6 task definition

We now define a task of classifying nouns into a group of scene-
evoking nouns (positive instances) and a group of ones that doesn’t
evoke a scene (negative). The nouns to classify are marked within a
given raw text (no need to identify the nouns in the text). The train-
ing data available for the task is minimally supervised, and includes
a raw text corpus9, a POS tagger (supervised) and available general-
use dictionaries or lexicons. In order to classify each noun instance, a
set of morphological, lexical and context (distributional) features will
be used. Morphological and lexical features are extracted in the word
level, while contextual features can be extracted both in the word and
instance levels. In the trade-off between precision and recall, both
are important, but precision seems to be more of a concern to us, as
the fruits of this task serve as data to other tasks (chunking, argu-
ment identification, human annotation) so false positives may pose a
bigger problem than false negatives.

9 Which we will extract distributional features from
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4
E X P E R I M E N TA L S E T U P

In the following chapter we lay out the data sets, features and meth-
ods used in order to perform the task of classifying nouns by their
scene-evoking value. First, we describe how training and evaluation
data were compiled, and what other resource are used throughout
the experiments. Next, the features used for the classification task
will be detailed, followed by the classification algorithms used.

4.1 resources

4.1.1 Scoring Scheme

Our task of scene-evoking classification (SEC) is novel and no classified
data is available, so some training data had to be created. In order to
do so, Collins dictionary in its electronic form (col [1995]) was used
in order to classify words (without context) on a scale from 0 to 5. A
score of 0 means the word is practically never used as a SEN, while a
score of 5 indicates that almost always it appears as such.1

We deliberately ignored the problem of multi-sensed words, and
gave one score to the word with all its noun senses; this is done so
we won’t need to introduce word-sense disambiguator as part of the
classification process, which will add complexity and errors. In order
to weight the different senses together, we look at each noun sense
that appears in the dictionary for a specific word, and give each sense
a score on the scale from 0 to 5. We then approximate a weighted
mean between the scores, using our knowledge of how frequent each
sense is.

4.1.2 Training Data

Training data was compiled using 3 resources:

• A large raw-text web-derived corpus called ukWac containing
1.9 billion words (Ferraresi et al. [2008]). The corpus was pro-
cessed and all n-grams of n ∈ {1, 2, 3} were extracted, with
highly infrequent bigrams and trigrams filtered from the final
data2

• Collins dictionary

1 Note we use the word score for our 0-5 scale, and label for SEC of 0/1.
2 less than 30 appearances in the whole corpus
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Category Count

Scored, Frequent from ukWac 354

Score >3 from Collins 155

Non-scored, common list 2108

Total 2617

Table 3: Training data nouns by category

Score 0 1 2 3 4 5

# Nouns 124 17 17 38 61 75

Table 4: Scored nouns distribution

• A list of common nouns, which has 2336 entries3

The training data set is composed of 2 separate sets, one of nouns
which were manually scored by us and one of non-scored nouns.
Manually scored nouns were obtained using 2 methods:

1. Taking the most frequent unigrams from ukWac which have
noun senses according to Collins dictionary4

2. Sampling random nouns from Collins, and taking only nouns
whose score is 3 or higher

For non-scored nouns we have taken the more comprehensive com-
mon noun list after removing duplications between this list and the
scored nouns. The total number of nouns used is given in Table 3 and
the distribution of the scored nouns is given in Table 4.

4.1.3 Evaluation Data

In order to evaluate our classification method on relevant data, we
randomly selected 50 passages from the in-development UCCA an-
notated corpus (Abend and Rappoport [2013a]). Each passage was
tagged with Stanford POS tagger (Toutanova et al. [2003]) and all
nouns found were reviewed to check whether or not they are truly
SENs or not. Named entities were skipped from being included in
the evaluation data, as well as nouns which are part of light verb
structures (e.g. “take a shower”)5.

Lemmatization of the nouns in the evaluation data was made us-
ing WordNet lemmatizer available through NLTK (Bird [2006], Miller

3 http://www.desiquintans.com/articles.php?page=nounlist
4 Frequency is calculated over all senses, so a noun like “will” appear in the frequent

list, although most of its uses are as a modal word
5 They are not part of our evaluation because their scene-evoking features stem from

their accompanying verbs, not the nouns themselves
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Type # of features

Morphological 20

Definitional 3

HFW 25

Language model 68

Total 116

Table 5: Breakup of features according to type. Both Definitional and HFW
types are lexical features (see below). All are later abbreviated by
their first letter (M, D, H, L)

-ing -ate -al -ive -ism

-ble -ize -nce -ness -ty

-er -tion -ent -ful ∅

-ed -sion -ous -ment re-

Table 6: Morphological features used. All are suffixes except the last. ∅
indicates verb/noun base form homonymity

[1995]). If the word instance was found in our training nouns data,
its lemma was set to be the word itself. Otherwise it was lowercased
and lemmatized with WordNet, and the result returned was used as
the lemma.

4.2 features

There are 3 feature sets which were used throughout the experiments,
each covers a different aspect of SEC: morphological traits, lexical
definitions and language model features. Morphological and lexical
features encode the usual, or “neutral”, semantic meaning of a word.
Language model features, on the other hand, try to express the rela-
tion of the target noun with other words in its vicinity, and shed light
on how it participates in commonly-used structures.

The number of features used in this work is deliberately small: our
training data is limited and using large amounts of features will run
into the problem of over-fitting. This constraint forces us to carefully
select the features we would like to use, especially when looking at
the enormous number of language model features which can be used.
The breakup of features is given in Table 5.

4.2.1 Morphological Features

The morphological features (abbreviated M) are very basic, and are
based on the the common forms for nominalisations outlined by (Dixon
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something part use refer about

someone piece used where other

thing(s) group can when especially

people place have/has such particular

person way do with usually

Table 7: High-frequency lexical feature words. thing and things map to the
same feature, and so does have and has

[2005]). Noun suffixes in English represent some semantic derivation
which might have taken place, for example:

• -tion might indicate nouns which represent a process or a result
of it (e.g. produce/production, combine/combination)

• -er usually indicates nouns which refer to the agent carrying
out some action (e.g. driver, worker)

• zero derivation (∅) is commonly associated with Unit Nominal-
isation (e.g. strike, kick)6

These morphological traits of suffixes and prefixes can give us a hint
into the semantic properties of a noun, and hence, into its SEC. The
full list of suffixes and prefixes used is given in Table 6.

4.2.2 Lexical Features

Lexical features also play a crucial role in determining SEC of nouns.
Given dictionary definitions of noun senses, a human classifier can es-
timate how likely a noun will be used as a SEN. This human expertise
is what we try to imitate in this set, separated into 2 groups:

1. Binary features which indicate the existence of one of the words:
process, activity and act/s at the start of the definition (abbrevi-
ated D). This 3 features try to catch definitions of the kind: “X
is a process of...” which are highly indicative for SEC

2. Binary features which indicate the existence of one out of a
list of some high-frequency content words inside the definition,
listed in Table 7 (abbr. H)

The second group was created by taking all the high-frequency words
which appear in noun definitions, and filter from them a group of
words which may hint to SEC value. For example, the words “piece”
and “part” are common in definitions of concrete object, and so may
indicate that a noun is not scene-evoking.

6 This indicate homonymity, not a derivation per se
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Function Words Verbs

the about with take

a, an of by make

any, all, some, each, either to at put

this, these, those in from have

which, what, who for into do

and, or that than get

no, not, n’t7 on over give

through before as be

between after

Table 8: List of function words and verbs used to calculate the contextual fea-
tures. Each cell represent two features, one encoding appearances
before the target noun, and one after. All the syntactic forms of a
verb were matched in the verb contextual features

4.2.3 Language Model Features

Language models are used to represent the connections between ad-
jacent words. In this work we try to model a subset of it, and provide
features which check how a noun is used in the context of a sentence,
and may hint into its semantic meaning. As an example, look at these
phrases, where the target noun is emphasized:

• A nice shave by the barber

• Using soap to wash yourself

• Use shampoo of certain type

• Make shaving a regular habit

By looking at the contextual relations of these nouns, we can start and
identify how prepositions, verbs and other words indicate to or affect
the SEC of a noun instance. For example, the word “by” hints that the
noun is a process done by someone or something (along other senses,
of course), while “of” means many things, but essentially some kind
of possession. The difference in the distribution of these preposi-
tions around nouns may indicate their tendency to evoke scenes. In
addition, some popular verbs convey a meaning of an event that is
happening and what roles are used in the scene (e.g. use) while other
indicate a static scene (e.g. have). Usage of these verbs with the target
nouns can also hint us to the semantic traits of the targets.

The language model features (abbr. L) were computed for the tar-
get nouns from the ukWac corpus, by taking the bigrams and tri-
grams containing the target nouns. The bigrams were used to com-
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pute the function word features, while the trigrams were used to com-
pute the verb features (see Table 8 for detailed lists).8

Computing Language Model Features

Let f be a language model feature, containing n f words in it (e.g.
the feature of “any, all ...” has n f = 5). Each word in the feature is
denoted wi, and each target noun we want to compute the feature for
is denoted t. Let x be any other word (not t or any wi). Let G be one
of four feature groups: function words/verbs before/after the target
noun (each combination) and G ( f ) the set which f belongs to. The
features values, fv are computed using these formulas:

C f =

∑
n f
i=1 Count (wi, t) for function word features

∑
n f
i=1 Count (wi, x, t) + Count (x, wi, t) for verb features

fv =
C f

∑ f ′∈G( f ) C f ′

This is the method for computing the values for features occurring
before the target noun, and the values for after-target features are
calculated in a symmetric manners.

4.3 classification algorithms

For learning the classification of the target nouns, we have tried to
employ different classification algorithms:

• L2-regularized logistic regression (Lin et al. [2008]) available
through the Python machine-learning package mlpy (version
3.5.0, Albanese et al. [2012])

• Support vector machine (SVM), with both C-support regular-
ization (Cortes and Vapnik [1995]) and ν-support regularization
(Schölkopf et al. [2000]), through mlpy. We have used a linear
kernel for both regularization methods, and also a sigmoid ker-
nel for ν-regularization

• Stochastic gradient boosting (Friedman [2001]) using decision
trees (Breiman et al. [1984]) through the Python machine-learning
package scikit-learn (version 0.14, Pedregosa et al. [2011]), using
500 estimators

These algorithms provide a range of options, and supply both clas-
sification and probabilities so confidence-based learning can also be
used.

As a baseline, we used a simple morphological algorithm based on
Dixon’s unit- and activity- nominalisations (Dixon [2005]). All nouns

8 Usually the verb isn’t adjacent to the target noun, but is separated by a determiner
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ending with -ing or homonymous to the base verb form are tagged
as SEN, and all others are not. For example:

• Strike - homonymous to the base verb (strike) - classified as 1

• Talking - end with -ing - classified as 1

• Cutter, combination, apple - classified as 0

These forms (homonymity with the verb form and -ing derivation)
are the most popular morphological derivations of the most frequent
SEN categories, so this baseline is a sensible and strong one.
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5
E VA L U AT I O N

In this chapter we present our evaluation results, consisting of 4 parts:

1. Algorithm checks (5.2) - Using only our pre-scored training data
(list of nouns), we use 10-fold evaluation in order to see how
different classification algorithms perform on it with various
feature sets, and tune the unique parameters of each algorithm
to our data.

2. Simple classification (5.3.1) - This simple classification scheme
is essentially training a classifier on our pre-scored nouns, then
apply it to the unlabeled nouns. Using this list (both pre-scored
and guesses nouns), we classify the nouns in our evaluation
data, each instance with the label we predicted previously.

3. Self-training (5.3.2) - Using part of the pre-scored nouns as seed,
we gradually create a classifier using rounds of self-training
with both the pre-scored and unlabeled nouns. The final classi-
fier is used to label the nouns and apply to the evaluation data
as before.

4. Prediction by Token (5.4) - Instead of predicting one label for
each noun and apply it to all its instances in the evaluation data,
predict a label for each instance using its context. This is done
with classifiers trained both using the simple and self-training
schemes.

Throughout this chapter, we use some abbreviations for both classi-
fication algorithms and feature sets. In order to support the flow of
reading, we supply them now:

md Feature set containing only the morphological and definitional
features

mdh Feature set containing morphological, definitional and HFW
features, without language model features

mdl Feature set containing morphological, definitional and language
model features, without HFW features

mdhl Feature set containing all available features

lr L2-regularized logistic regression

gb Stochastic gradient boosting using decision trees

csvc SVM with C-support regularization and a linear kernel
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True False

Positive TP: Yc = Yp = 1 FP: Yc = 0; Yp = 1

Negative TN: Yc = 1; Yp = 0 FN: Yc = Yp = 0

Table 9: Error Classification. Yc refers to the correct labeling, while Yp is the
label predicted by the classifier. The two-letter code is an abbrevi-
ated form for this error class.

nulin SVM with ν-support regularization and a linear kernel

nusig SVM with ν-support regularization and a sigmoid kernel

5.1 evaluation parameters

In order to evaluate our method on the data, we use the standard
measures of precision, recall and accuracy. We first define what are
the different classifications of errors, using the positive label (1) for
scene-evoking nouns, and the negative label (0) for non scene-evoking
nouns (see Table 9 for notation used). The measures take their stan-
dard forms as used in machine learning classification, and are hereby
listed:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP

Recall =
TP

TP + FN

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN

We also use the F-1 score in order to evaluate both precision and recall
using one measure, as is common with classification tasks:

F1 =
2 · precision · recall
precision + recall

5.2 algorithms check

As our first evaluation method, we have decided to look at the su-
pervised classifiers themselves, and see if and how they succeed in
classifying labeled nouns. This gives us an overview of whether our
features are suitable to the classification task. Additionally, we tune
the parameters of the different algorithms for best performance.

We have taken our pre-scored nouns, with scores between 0 to 5,
and split them into negative and positive labels: scores of 0-2 will be
labeled as negative (0), while 3-5 will be positive. Given these labels,
we use a 10-fold evaluation method in order to evaluate our algo-
rithms. The results of this evaluation method are detailed in Table 11,
while the tuned parameters can be found in Table 10.
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CSVC, C NULIN, ν NUSIG, ν GB, learning rate

MD 60 0.015 0.07 0.04

MDH 0.07 0.5 0.02 0.02

MDL 20 0.5 0.02 0.2

MDHL 7 0.4 0.075 0.3

Table 10: Selected parameters for each algorithm and parameter (column)
and feature set (row) pair. Logistic regression wasn’t tuned as it
doesn’t need to

Features MD MDH MDL MDHL

Measures P R F1 A P R F1 A P R F1 A P R F1 A

BL .360 .469 .407 .421 – – – – – – – – – – – –

LR .699 .459 .554 .685 .668 .605 .635 .702 .719 .560 .630 .719 .725 .643 .682 .743

GB .709 .437 .541 .683 .653 .610 .630 .695 .806 .691 .744 .796 .804 .697 .747 .796

CSVC .714 .465 .564 .692 .680 .548 .609 .696 .752 .633 .687 .753 .726 .668 .696 .749

NUSIG .507 .670 .578 .532 .598 .636 .616 .660 .692 .623 .656 .719 .698 .671 .684 .734

NULIN .481 .831 .609 .459 .617 .608 .612 .670 .749 .608 .671 .745 .724 .668 .693 .748

Table 11: Results of 10-fold evaluation on the pre-scored nouns, with Preci-
sion, Recall, F-1 score and Accuracy measures

We can see from the results that, as expected, more features provide
better classification. Adding the language model features provides
a large improvement in both precision and recall, which assess our
choice of features. However, the HFW features seem to contribute
less to the classification: precision drops between MD and MDH in
all but ν-regularized SVMs, while recall drops in these SVMs, and
rises in all others. Combination of both H and L features is hard to
analyze, and in any case have no large differences.

We can conclude from these results that M, D and L features are
very efficient, while the H features contribute less information to the
classification task, especially when L features are also present. All
classification algorithms outperform the baseline by far on both pre-
cision and recall.

Features MD MDH MDL MDHL

Measures P R F1 A P R F1 A P R F1 A P R F1 A

LR .532 .667 .592 .897 .216 .677 .328 .689 .262 .646 .373 .757 .221 .687 .334 .693

GB .540 .687 .604 .899 .205 .636 .310 .683 .339 .700 .457 .814 .325 .676 .439 .807

CSVC .531 .687 .599 .897 .205 .626 .309 .687 .368 .646 .469 .836 .222 .677 .334 .698

NUSIG .164 .808 .273 .517 .330 .606 .427 .818 .159 .727 .260 .537 .205 .747 .322 .647

NULIN .162 .818 .270 .506 .227 .707 .344 .698 .398 .646 .492 .851 .226 .667 .338 .707

Table 12: Results of one-round training of different classifiers and predicting
tokens by type. GB results are the mean of 10 runs, as its stochastic
nature gives slightly different results each time
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Features MD MDH MDL MDHL

Measures P R F1 A P R F1 A P R F1 A P R F1 A

LR .376 .670 .482 .839 .474 .689 .562 .880 .543 .688 .607 .900 .541 .693 .608 .900

GB .533 .687 .600 .898 .497 .673 .571 .887 .242 .660 .354 .717 .307 .658 .419 .795

CSVC .531 .687 .599 .897 .467 .657 .545 .877 .456 .659 .539 .874 .495 .686 .575 .886

NUSIG .293 .610 .396 .792 .255 .680 .371 .742 .213 .745 .331 .663 .256 .679 .372 .743

NULIN .162 .808 .270 .510 .491 .643 .557 .885 .530 .636 .578 .896 .482 .657 .556 .883

Table 13: Results of prediction by type after applying self training

Round Scores used l0 l1

1 0, 4, 5 0.2 0.95

2 0, 4, 5 0.2 0.9

3 0, 4, 5 0.3 0.9

4 0, 1, 4, 5 0.6 0.9

5 0, 1, 3, 4, 5 0.6 0.8

6 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 – –

Table 14: Parameters for each iteration of self training. Each row shows
which pre-scored categories were used, along with the pools of
confident unlabeled nouns (no such pool in the first iteration). l0
and l1 are the thresholds applied each iteration to the unlabeled
nouns, to determine which will be added to the pools at the next
round. A noun which was added to a pool is never removed from
it later, even if its confidence level drops.

5.3 prediction by type

Following our first assessment and tuning of the classification algo-
rithms, we would like to evaluate how our classifier handles real oc-
currences of nouns in text. Given a classifier on stand-alone nouns
and a list of unlabeled nouns, the simplest route to follow is using the
classifier on this list and predict a label for each noun as a stand-alone
word. Using these labels, we can label each noun found in the text
according to the label predicted previously for this stand-alone word.
We denote it Prediction by type as we label the instances of a noun
(tokens) with the label predicted for them as a dictionary, stand-alone
word (type). Each noun in the evaluation data that wasn’t found in
the nouns list is labeled as zero (non scene-evoking). This is done in
order to handle named entities and part-of-speech tagging mistakes,
as most such “nouns” are either mistakenly identified or just non
scene-evoking in most cases.

5.3.1 One-round Training

As our basic experiment, we have trained a classifier over all our
pre-scored nouns, and applied this classifier to the unlabeled nouns.
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We have combined the two lists (pre-scored and unlabeled nouns,
both are now labeled) and predicted by type all the instances in the
evaluation data, with results given in Table 12.

We can see that precision suffers greatly when moving from k-fold
evaluation on pre-scored nouns to raw text evaluation using all of
our nouns. This is probably caused by the noise that the unlabeled
nouns bring to the table. The unlabeled nouns are numerous and
more diverse, and so a precision of 80% on the smaller set of pre-
scored nouns becomes much lower when adding other nouns. More
noise is due to applying the classifier without integrating the context
of the nouns in the text. We must note that accuracy is high because
SENs and non-SENs are found in the text in 1:9 ratio, so an accuracy
of 90% isn’t that high in these circumstances.

Another interesting deduction is that more features bring more
noise to the classification task, hence the drop in precision between
the MD feature set and the others. The MD features are very straight-
forward and indicative, and so are better suited to handle the noisy
data.

We can notice that recall rates are similar, both between algorithms
and comparing to the k-fold evaluation. This may indicate the exis-
tence of some “core” SEN instances of ~50% of SEN instances, easily
identified from the text. All other SENs are harder to detect, and
different classification algorithms are able to recall only a portion of
them.

5.3.2 Self Training

A better approach to learning from our data is to do it gradually
by training the classifier on more and more nouns each time. This
method is known as self training and is widely used for semi-supervised
learning, when labeled data is scarce and unlabeled data is noisy
(McClosky et al. [2006], Department and Mihalcea [2004], Koo et al.
[2008]). Most self-training techniques try to overcome insufficient
training data, like we have, with patiently training the classifier. At
each round confidently-labeled samples are added to the training
data set, gradually making it better. Some works also exclude sam-
ples whose confidence has dropped from the training set while train-
ing, a method we preferred not to use, but instead use very strict
confidence levels at the first rounds. Unlike other works, we use self-
training to our main classification stage (we have one), as opposed to
many works which exercise this method only in a specific stage.

In addition to have relatively few pre-scored nouns, not all of them
are as indicative as others. Let’s look at some examples from each
score category:

0. market, side, house
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1. condition, thought

2. service, access

3. date, project

4. research, support

5. action, meeting

We can see that the examples from 0, 4 and 5 seems very character-
istic for either SENs or non-SENs, while the categories 1-3 are more
problematic: a noun like “date” can be a calendar day, which is usu-
ally a non-SEN, or a meeting with another girl or boy, which is highly
scene-evoking. In our previous approach it was labeled as SEN and
may have altered the classifier substantially.

Using self training, the learned samples which the classifier is trained
on are characteristic at start and then gradually become more and
more ambivalent. We have done this by providing only part of the
possible training set to the classifier at each stage. We used 6 itera-
tions of training, each contributed more training examples to the pool.
The parameters and number of iterations were selected by sampling
from all possible configurations, and selecting by hand a configura-
tion which a) gives good results for most of the classification algo-
rithms tried, and b) the most simple and reasonable of all the options
satisfying the first condition. We have sampled 5000 configurations
independently for each classification method, filtered the best 20 of
each, then run these 100 configuration with all the algorithms, taking
the best one according to our parameters.

At the first round, we have taken only the pre-scored nouns with
0,4 or 5 scores, and labeled them as 0/1. The classifier was trained
on these nouns, and then applied on the unlabeled nouns. Each un-
labeled noun whose probability to be 1 was predicted as more than
95%, was added to the pool of SEN samples. Each noun whose prob-
ability for being SEN was less than 20%, was added to the non-SEN
pool. On the next round we have used both the 0,4 and 5 score cat-
egories and the pools of nouns which we have created previously to
train the classifier. Softer thresholds are now used in order to enlarge
the pools, and this continues by adding more unlabeled nouns and
scored categories with each iteration, as can be seen in the Table 14.

After completing these iterations, we take the resulting classifier
and used it to predict all unlabeled nouns, ending with a list of labels:
the pre-scored ones and the final predictions for the unlabeled. We
use this list to predict by type all noun instances in our evaluation
data, and obtain the results detailed in Table 13, and they are the
mean of 10 runs for each combination of algorithm and feature set.1

1 Standard variation is 0.124 for precision and 0.041 for recall
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Features MDL MDHL

Measures P R F1 A P R F1 A

LR .232 .232 .232 .828 .227 .172 .195 .842

GB .258 .014 .027 .885 .495 .041 .076 .888

CSVC .189 .455 .267 .721 .163 .323 .217 .739

NUSIG .146 .636 .237 .542 .121 .556 .199 .500

NULIN .191 .434 .265 .731 .176 .374 .239 .734

Table 15: Results of one-round training of different classifiers and predicting
them by tokens

Features MDL MDHL

Measures P R F1 A P R F1 A

LR .202 .511 .290 .720 .223 .582 .322 .725

GB .271 .120 .167 .865 .277 .114 .162 .867

CSVC .167 .541 .255 .646 .231 .573 .330 .739

NUSIG .114 .774 .199 .300 .141 .482 .218 .613

NULIN .502 .309 .382 .888 .312 .460 .372 .826

Table 16: Results for self training with prediction by token

The results show us that using an iterative approach better utilizes
the different features. Unlike the one-round results, here we can see
that adding more features makes the classification better for all but
the GB algorithm2. Again, we can see the H features are not as ben-
eficial as they should be, and can be tuned. Lastly, we see that LR
shines above all other algorithms; this is caused by its lack of tun-
ing parameters. For all other algorithms, the parameters were tuned
in the k-fold evaluation, which resemble the one-round classification
and not the iterative self training. This tuning provides better result
per one round, but the requirements for self learning are different -
precision and assigning correct probabilities are more important than
total F1 score. Unfortunately, we do not have another development
set; without one we cannot easily tune the parameters for self train-
ing.

5.4 prediction by token

Predicting the nouns extracted from the annotated passages without
looking at the passages themselves imposes “one size fits all” solution
on the instances: either all are positive or all are negative, but the
context in which the instance lies is never taken into account. As we

2 Due to the algorithm not adding enough new confident samples in each round
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Round Scores used l0 l1

1 0, 4, 5 0.1 0.95

2 0, 1, 4, 5 0.4 0.95

3 0, 1, 3, 4, 5 0.6 0.9

4 0, 1, 3, 4, 5 – –

Table 17: Parameters for self training when trying to predict by token. Pa-
rameters were chosen using the same method as for the other pre-
diction method (see 5.3.2)

have seen previously, using a type-level label to all tokens (instances)
is almost surely a crude solution to a delicate problem, as the context
can be highly important in determining the label of a noun.

The natural prediction method to handle this crudeness is apply-
ing the classifier learned on each token separately, using its context
as part of the features. We do not have contextual features, so this
method is theoretically impossible. Practically, we can make an ad-
justment to the language model features, and try to use them as con-
textual features. It means that the training and prediction will use
different features (by definition), but we nevertheless would like to
conduct this experiment.

When training the classifier, language model features were calcu-
lated over a large corpus and normalized into the range [0, 1] as a
conditional probability. In order to use these features per token, we
will set the feature value to 1 if the feature word appears before/after
the target word (same proximity as used before), and 0 otherwise.
This value calculation preserves both the original intent and range of
the feature, although the definition of the feature is different.

After training a classifier with the pre-scored nouns or using self
training technique, we use the classifier on each token instance sep-
arately, using its unique features: MDH are the same as its type fea-
tures, and the binary context features replace the language model
ones. We classify only nouns found in our nouns list, in order to
avoid classifying erroneous non-nouns, and have a common baseline
with previous results. We call this method Prediction by token. The re-
sults for this experiment when using one round of training are given
in Table 15, and the results and parameters for self training are given
in Tables 16 and 17, respectively.

We can clearly see from these results that changing the definition of
features between training and evaluation hampered the results. Us-
ing one round of training resulted in a very noisy classifier, which,
in combination with the noisy context (compared to distributional
features), provide poor results. When looking at the results of self
training, we see that not all algorithms suffer the same consequences:
using SVM with ν-regularization provide comparable results to these
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of prediction by type. This hints us that choosing the correct method
with some contextual features may be very beneficial, and it is a di-
rection worth pursuing.

5.5 summary

This chapter presents the first results for the task of SEN identifica-
tion. While the results are promising, they spawn many directions
for future research and evaluation. Specifically, it seems that both the
HFW and language model features can be utilized better. Both add
crucial information for the classification task, but with some setups
are insignificant. Choosing more concise features in these categories
is an interesting direction, which can contribute to other UCCA tasks
as well.

In addition, our self training technique proved to be very useful in
creating a robust and comprehensive classifiers. However, it suffers
from fluctuations as each iteration provides slightly different results,
which sum up to a significant variation (0.124 in precision). Using a
more sophisticated method for conducting the iterations will surely
make results better and the classification process more predictable.
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6
C O N C L U S I O N

In this work we have created a novel task of identifying scene-evoking
nouns in text, using a new semantic annotation scheme as our basis.
We’ve shown how this task fits together with the general UCCA an-
notation and how this young scheme can benefit from our research.
The relevant task and its boundaries were defined, along with new
training and evaluation corpora and a linguistic baseline to compare
to. Finally, evaluation using multiple algorithms, techniques and pre-
diction methods have been conducted and promising results were
shown. These results hint at the benefits which can be gained by fol-
lowing this path and what future directions may be worth research-
ing.

Future work may want to integrate our method with identifying
other main relations, and create a profitable annotation utility. Identi-
fying other units of UCCA FL will be another step in creating a semi-
supervised automatic annotation for UCCA. Such automatic annota-
tion will give UCCA the required capabilities to be used as a stepping
stone for other semantic tasks, such as question answering. Looking
at the narrower scope of identifying SENs, tuning the features and
methods is both interesting and beneficial, as these experiments cov-
ered only a fraction of the possibilities. Creating a true contextual
classifier is another lucrative direction which should be pursued.
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